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Abstract

As an innite union operation, sweep of a moving object through space is a powerful and natural
addition to the Boolean set operations that incorporates motion-related information for the purposes
of shaping, collision detection, and simulation of moving objects. Use of sweep has been hindered by
limited computational support and by the fact that it is a `material growing' operation, whereas many
applications, such as interference elimination and mechanism design, appear to be better modeled by a
`material removal' operation.
This paper formally denes a new geometric modeling operation of unsweep. Given an arbitrary
subset E of Euclidean space and a general motion M , unsweep(E M ) returns the largest subset of E
that remains inside the original E under M . When M is a translation, unsweep(E M ) naturally reduces
to the standard Minkowski di erence of E and the trajectory generated by the inverted motion M^ . In
this sense, the operation of unsweep is a generalization of Minkowski di erence that corresponds to a
`material removal' operation, it can be also dened as an innite intersection operation, and is the dual
of sweep in a precise set-theoretic sense.
We show that unsweep has attractive theoretical and computational properties, including a practical
point membership test for arbitrary general motions. By duality, the established properties of unsweep
extend to the general sweep operation and can be used to improve the computational support for general
sweeps.

Keywords: unsweep, sweep, shaping, geometric and solid modeling, motions, point membership
classication, set operations.

1 Introduction

1.1 Shaping with motions

Sweeping a set of points along some trajectory is one of the fundamental operations in geometric and solid
modeling. If M is a path of congurations for a moving set of points S , then the sweep of S along M is the
set of points swept (or occupied) by S at some time during the motion. Formally,
sweep(S M ) =

q 2M

Sq

(1)

where S q denotes set S positioned according to q. Sweeps are considered to be one of the basic representation
schemes in 20], and have numerous applications in graphics, geometric modeling, mechanical design and
manufacturing, and motion planning. Sweeps are used extensively to construct and model surfaces and solids
in both academic and commercial systems 28, 7, 2]. In graphics, allowing object S to deform as it moves
along M is often used to generate complex scenes and visual eects 23, 24]. In mechanical design, sweeps
of moving parts can be used for collision detection 6] in assemblies. Sweeping a solid (cutter) along the
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specied trajectory (tool path) is the preferred method of NC machining simulation 29, 17]. Finally, sweeps
arise naturally in most situations involving moving bodies, e.g. in studies of robot workspace 3].
Despite their usefulness, properties of general sweeps (notably, their validity and computational properties) are not well understood. Several methods for generating candidate surfaces bounding the sweep are
known 1, 15, 24]. But general and reliable procedures for a point membership classication (PMC) 26] to
determine if a given point is in, on, or out of the sweep dened by expression (1) appear to be identied only
in special and restricted situations 7]. Numerous approaches to computing sweeps have been published,
including:
restricting the type of the moving object S , for example to a ball, a convex polyhedron, or a planar
cross-section that remains orthogonal to the trajectory
allowing only simple motions M that prevent self intersections in the sweep, or limiting them to simple
translations and rotations
formulating PMC procedures in terms of heuristic numerical sampling and searching algorithms
approximating expression (1) by a discrete union of S q computed at a nite number of locations q
using rendering methods to compute the image of the sweep without computing the complete representation of the sweep
combinations of some or all of the above.
By denition, sweeping a moving object S through a motion M requires that both the object S and
motion M are given. The result of sweeping is always a set of points containing the original object S  in
other words, sweep is a `material growing' operation. By contrast, many engineering design and planning
applications require that the shapes of the moving objects be determined based on some criteria for t,
containment, non-interference, and so on. As we explain in section 1.3, using sweep in such applications
may force inecient and expensive trial-and-error solutions. Perhaps, a more appropriate `material removal'
operation would start with a suciently large space and carve away the unwanted portions based on some
well-dened criteria.
In this paper, we introduce a new operation called unsweep that is dual to the general sweep it corresponds to a material removal operation and has many applications such as collision and interference detection
of arbitrary objects in general motion, design of objects in relative motion, design of moving mechanical parts,
and shape synthesis. It is important that unsweep comes with a relatively straightforward PMC procedure.
By duality, the same PMC procedure extends to general sweeps, while all known results and methods for
dealing with sweeps also apply to the dual unsweep.

1.2 The dual of sweep

If set S and motion M are dened as before, and M^ is the inverted motion1, then the dual of the sweep is
obtained by changing union to intersection and replacing motion M by the inverted motion M^ in expression
(1):
\ Sq
unsweep(S M ) =
(2)
^
q2M

The precise nature of this duality is explained in section 3.2. Denition (2) is not particularly revealing: it
may not be obvious why this new operation is useful, why it may possess computational advantages over
sweep and what is the precise relationship between the two dual operations. We study these and other
related issues below and show that:
1. unsweep(S M ) is the largest set of points that remains inside S under M 
2. PMC of a point p against unsweep(S M ) reduces to classifying the trajectory of p under M (a curve)
against the set S 
1

The concepts of motion and inverted motion are discussed in section 2.
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3. if X c denotes the complement of a set X , then the relationship between the two dual operations is
given by:
^ )]c = sweep(S M )
unsweep(S c  M
(3)
The rst property suggests that unsweep has many practical applications in modeling. It implies that
unsweep corresponds to a material removal operation and that the shape of the moving object is generated
by unsweep and is not required a priori. The second property indicates that unsweep can be computed
eectively, either exactly (within the machine precision) or approximately (by using standard approximation methods like octrees, marching cubes etc). The third property extends the theoretical properties and
computational advantages of unsweep to general sweeps and vice versa.

1.3 Example applications

Packaging is one of most common problems in mechanical design. Static interference of xed parts, say
within a single assembly or containing set, can be determined in a straightforward fashion by computing
intersection of the corresponding solid models. Packaging of moving parts is more dicult but can be
formulated using sweep and now unsweep operations. A typical situation is shown in Figure 1(a). Given
a completely designed part S and the containing set E , S has to t inside E while it is moving according
to the motion M . A common way to approach this problem has been to test if E \ sweep(S M ) =  as
illustrated in Figure 1(b).
21o

M

Envelope E

S-unsweep(E,M)

Moving
Part S
sweep(S,M)
unsweep(E,M)

(a)
Part S is moving
inside a containing
set E according to M.

(c)

(b)
sweep(S,M) - E …
indicates interference
between S and E at
some time.

unsweep(E,M) is the
largest part that fits
inside E under M.

Figure 1: The moving part S has to t within the given containing set E
In the general case, this test may be dicult to implement due to computational limitations of sweeps
mentioned above. Even when fully implemented, the result of the test is binary: `yes' or `no', and, when
the answer is `no', it does not suggest how the moving part should be modied to t inside the containing
set. For this task, the best tools available today to human designers are their experience and intuition. This
approach to design almost always forces inecient and costly iterations in the design process 8].
Perhaps a more ecient way to approach this design problem is to ask what is the largest part S that
would t inside E under the specied motion M | and use this information in deciding how to shape the
nal product. As is often the case, the complexity of this design problem usually exceeds the human intuition
and/or experience. The solution to this problem is readily found by computing unsweep(E M ) and is shown
in Figure 1(c).
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In computer graphics and geometric modeling unsweep can be used to synthesize shapes with desired
aesthetic and mathematical properties. Starting with some already constructed geometric object S , the user
species some hypothetical (virtual) motion M that may or may not have physical signicance. The motions
do not have to be rigid, but may include scaling, deformation, perspective, visibility and other properties.
Then computing unsweep(S M ) yields a new shape that inherits and combines the properties of S and M .
For example, when S is the complement of a linear halfspace and M is a 360 degrees rotation around an
axis parallel to the plane, unsweep(S M ) produces an innite solid cylinder unsweep of this cylinder by
another rotation can produce a solid sphere, and so on. Figure 2(a) shows the unsweep of a cylinder by

x
y
(a)

Figure 2:

Unsweep(S M ) shapes

(b)

solids that inherit and combine properties of generator S and motion M .

a 360 degrees rotation around the axis shown unsweeping a prismatic solid S by a 360 degrees rotation,
as illustrated in Figure 2(b), produces a trimmed cone. More complex objects and motions will produce
increasingly complicated and interesting results.
The above examples are only some of many applications of the new operation. Although unsweeping S
with a given motion has a \carving" eect on S , we shall see in section 3.2 that the resulting set does not
have to be dimensionally homogeneous. In general terms, unsweep gives a method for creating and modifying
geometric shapes and provides a new computational utility for many motion-intensive applications.

1.4 Scope and outline

Our main goals are the rigorous denition of unsweep exploring its theoretical and computational properties
in a general setting, and understanding the relationship between the operations of sweep and unsweep. For
the large part, we will avoid putting restrictions on the generator set S or motion M . Additional properties,
such as regularity, and representational issues may be required for specic applications they are outside of
the scope of this paper. We chose to present our results in the set-theoretic terms in this sense, they are
independent of a particular choice of representation schemes for S and M and are applicable to all valid
and unambiguous representations. Representational issues are important for eective implementation of
unsweep, but the range of possibilities is too great for discussion in this paper. We only mention some of
them.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain that every moving set of points can be
4

viewed and modeled in two distinct ways this leads to the notions of motions and inverted motions, and
the corresponding trajectories of the moving points. The introduced notions are then used to reexamine the
usual concept of sweep and to dene the dual operation of unsweep. Set theoretic properties of unsweep
are discussed in section 3 and the precise nature of the duality relationship between sweep and unsweep is
identied in section 3.2. Computational issues, including point membership classication, several strategies
for implementing unsweep and some 3-dimensional examples are discussed in section 4. The concluding
section 5 brie y discusses the signicance of our ndings and a number of promising extensions of this work.

2 Formulation

2.1 Motions and trajectories

Consider a set of points S with its own coordinate system FS moving in a d-dimensional Euclidean space
W with respect to some global xed coordinate system FW . Following the notation in 12], we dene the
motion M (t) t 2 0 1] as a one-parameter2 family of transformations in the higher-dimensional conguration
space C . For the purposes of this paper, \motions" and \transformations" are interchangeable and are
commonly represented by matrices, as discussed in section 2.2. We mostly use rigid body motions for
illustration purposes but, except when noted, all discussions and results apply to general non-singular ane
transformations in E d .
At every instant t = a, the original point x of S moves to a new location that is determined by the
transformation M (a). We will use the superscript notation to dene the transformed (set of) points as
xM(a) = M (a)x S M(a) = M (a)S
(4)
The transformation q 2 M (t) for some instantaneous value t determines the position and orientation of
FS with respect to FW at that instance and therefore determines the coordinates of every point xq of the
moving set S with respect to FW . The identity transformation is a member of the family M (t) t 2 0 1]
and M (0)S = S . By denition, a point x 2 S is located at xM(0) with respect to FW .
In the special, but common, case of a rigid body motion in the three-dimensional Euclidean space, each
transformation M (a) species rotation and translation of S at time a with respect to FW . A rigid body
motion in a d-dimensional space is determined by d(d+1)
independent degrees of freedom, as a path in the
2
conguration space C . Mathematical properties of such a conguration space are well understood 12].
For a range of values of t, M (t) is a subset of the conguration space C . For brevity we may denote the
set M (t) t 2 0 1] simply as M . A motion M species how the moving coordinate system FS moves with
respect to the xed coordinate system FW . Every point x of set S moves with respect to FW according to
M , as is illustrated in Figure 3(a)3 . As t goes from 0 to a, the moving point xM(t) sweeps, with respect to
the xed frame FW , a set of points Tx called the trajectory of x and dened as
(5)
Tx  M (t)x = xq
q2M

Each instantaneous transformation M (a) has a unique inverse M^ (a) such that x = M^ (a) M (a)x]: Given
a transformation M (t) for a range of values of t 2 0 1] we will call transformation M^ (t) inverted if it is the
inverse of M (t) for every instance of t.
Consider the point y as being the copy of point x 2 S in FW at the initial conguration. Point y is xed
in FW and does not move with the object S , but rather it moves relative to S . To an observer placed at
the origin of FS , the moving point x 2 S will appear to be xed while the xed coordinate system FW and
point y xed in FW will appear to be moving according to the inverted motion M^ (t). When point x moves
^
to point xM(a), the moving observer sees point y moved to yM(a)
. And since x = y, the trace of moving
point x as seen from the moving coordinate system (Figure 3(b)) is the inverted trajectory
T^x = M^ (t)x = xq
(6)
^
q2M

2
3

We normalize all intervals  ] to 0 1], so that the results presented here remain valid when 2  ] 0
Two-dimensional examples are used for clarity, but the same arguments hold in higher dimensional spaces.
a b



t
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< a < b

.

x M(a)

FS

x = y M(0)

Tx
FS

FS

x M(0) = y

FW

Tx

FW
y M(a)

FW
(a)

(b)

Trajectory of point x generated
by M(t) as seen from the fixed
coordinate system FW. Point y

Trajectory of point x generated by M(t), as
seen from the moving coordinate system
FS, can be observed by watching the 'trace'
of point y fixed in FW.

remains fixed in FW.

Figure 3: Motions and trajectories
To paraphrase, the trajectory of the moving point x, observed from FW , is generated by the motion
M , while the trajectory of the same point x, observed from FS , is generated by the inverted motion M^ .
Intuitively, Tx represents the trace left by moving point x as seen from FW , while T^x is the trace of x as seen
from FS . Therefore, observed from the xed coordinate system FW , the points x of S are moving according
to M while, observed from the moving coordinate system FS , the `world' appears to be moving according
to M^ . We emphasize that, in general, the two trajectories Tx and T^x are quite dierent sets of points from
one another and the relationship between Tx and T^x is not elementary, except maybe in some very special
cases. For example, when M is a pure translation, the two trajectories Tx and T^x are simply re ections of
one another with respect to point x.
In the above discussion, motion M can be considered as a special case of a more general relative motion
with the coordinate system FW xed in W . If FW were not xed, then motion M would represent the
relative motion between FS and FW . Let MS and MW be the absolute motions of FS and FW relative to a
xed coordinate system in W . The relative motion between FS and FW can be expressed in any coordinate
system dened in the same space, but usually it is convenient to have it expressed in one of the two moving
coordinate systems. Then, the relative motion is expressed in FS by
MS=W = MW ;1MS
(7)
and, consequently, in FW by
MW=S = MS ;1 MW :
(8)
Equation (7) expresses the motion of FS observed from FW , while equation (8) expresses the motion of
FW as observed from FS . Note that both equations (7) and (8) express the same physical relative motion
between FS and FW , but in dierent coordinate systems.

2.2 Representing Motions and Trajectories

General ane transformations in E d can be represented as linear transformations in projective space using
homogeneous coordinates and (d + 1)  (d + 1) matrices 5]. Thus, if motion M (t) is given by a matrix A(t),
6

then the inverted motion M^ is given by the inverse of this matrix A;1 (t). In the case of a rigid body motion
in E 3 , we have

2
6
A(t) = 64

"(t)

3
T (t) 7
75

and

2
6
A; (t) = 64
1

"T (t)

3
;" (t)T (t) 7
75
T

(9)

0 0 0 1
0 0 0
1
where "(t) and T (t) represent the rotational and translational components of the motion M(t). In the case
of pure rotation, T (t) = 0 and A;1 (t) is obtained from A(t) by replacing the orthonormal sub-matrix "(t)
with its transpose "T (t). When M (t) is a pure translation, "(t) is the identity, and A;1 (t) is obtained from
A(t) by replacing T (t) with its re ection ;T (t).
If a point x is represented by a vector ~v , and a motion M (t) is represented by a matrix A(t), the trajectory
Tx can be written in parametric form simply as A(t)  ~v . The parametric form of the curve Tx is suitable
for computing the intersection of Tx with the boundary of a given set (typically solid) S , as needed for the
PMC procedure developed above. Such a representation of Tx may use trigonometric functions, or it may be
useful to consider under what conditions Tx can be re-parameterized in a computationally more convenient
form, for example as a rational parametric curve 10].

2.3 Sweep

Following the above notation and denitions from equations (4) and (5), the `trace' left by a set of points S
that is moving according to M (t) t 2 0 1] is given by

M (t)S =

q 2M

Sq

(10)

which is immediately recognized as denition (1) of the general sweep given earlier. A rectangular 2dimensional set S in general motion M with respect to a xed coordinate system is shown in Figure 4(a).
This formulation assumes that the sweep is computed from the xed coordinate system FW , `observing' the
moving coordinate system FS .

S
S
FW

FW

(a) sweep(S,M)

(b) sweep(S,M)

Figure 4: Sweeping a set according to motions M and M^
We could also dene sweep, as observed from the moving coordinate system FS , by
^) =
Sq
sweep(S M
^
q 2M
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(11)

The set of points dened by equation (11) is quite distinct from that dened in equation (10). Figure 4(b)
shows the sweep of set S that moves according to the inverted motion M^ . We will see in section 3.2 that
there is also a computationally convenient interpretation of the usual sweep dened by equation (10) in terms
of the inverted trajectories of moving points (i.e. as observed from the moving system FS ). Notice that, in
both denitions of sweep, the trajectories of distinct points of S generated by the same transformation M (t)
need not be congruent, and, in general, the relationship between these trajectories is not simple. In section
3.1, we will consider the case when M is a pure translational motion, and all points of S do move on the
trajectories that are translation invariant.

2.4 Unsweep

Consider now a set of points E xed in the global coordinate system FW and a dierent set F of points that
are moving according to some transformation M (t) t 2 0 1]. Figure 5(a) shows a simple two-dimensional
example where sets F and E are initially the same set of points. Initially, at t = 0, the two sets coincide,
i.e. F M(0) = E . As illustrated in Figure 5, some of the points x 2 F will travel outside of E , while others
will never leave E . We now dene the unsweep(E M ) as the set of all those points x that remain inside E
for all values of t. Formally,
unsweep(E M )  fx j xM(t) 2 E 8t 2 0 1]g
(12)
By this denition, unsweep(E M ) is the largest subset of F that stays inside E while F is moving
according to M (t). The characterization of unsweep in denition (12) may not provide an insight in the
nature of unsweep or possible methods for computing the results of this operation. An equivalent, but more
convenient, denition is obtained by observing that the set xM(t) t 2 0 1] is simply the trajectory Tx of
point x. Therefore,
unsweep(E M ) = fx j

Tx E g
(13)
The condition in equation (13) is illustrated in Figure 5(a). As long as the trajectory Tx of point x stays
inside of E , x 2 unsweep(E M ), while if Tx intersects the complement set E c then point x 62 unsweep(E M ).
In section 4.1 we will use this observation to develop a rigorous point membership classication (PMC)
procedure for unsweep(E M ):
We can also characterize unsweep by reversing the roles of the stationary set E and moving points x 2 F
as illustrated in Figure 5(b). It should be clear from the discussion in section 2.1 that keeping all points
x 2 F xed, the same relative motion between F and E will be described by a set E moving according
^
to the inverted motion M^ (t). At any instant t = a, the moving set will occupy points E M(a)
. From these
^
points, only the set F \ E M(a) may remain inside the set F . Since this intersection condition Tmust hold for
all values of t, we obtain the third equivalent characterization of unsweep as an intersection q2M^ S q that
is identical to the dual of sweep dened by expression (2) in section 1.2.
Finally note that the set of points
^ ) = \ E q = fx j T^x E g
unsweep(E M
(14)
q 2M

is not the same set as unsweep(E M ). Figure 6(a) shows the unsweep(E M ), i.e. the points of set F
are moving in pure translation according to M or set E moves according to M^ , while Figure 6(b) shows
^ ) when the points of set F are moving in pure translation according to M^ or set E moves
unsweep(E M
according to M .

3 Set-theoretic Properties

3.1 Duality in the special case of translational motion

The dual relationship between sweep and unsweep is easier to see in the restricted case when M (t) is a pure
translation, that is "(t) in equation (9) is the identity. In this case, each point x of the moving set S sweeps
8

M

E

M

E at time t = a
F

x

Tx

y

Ty

xM(a)

yM(a)

F at time t = a

Stationary set E is observed
from the moving set F

Moving set F is observed
from the stationary set E

Figure 5: Denition of the unsweep operation: two sets E and F in relative motion
the trajectory

Tx = x + T (t) t 2 0 1]
where both x and translational component T (t) of M (t) have vector values represented with respect to the
xed coordinate system FW . If x y 2 S are two distinct points with trajectories Tx and Ty , respectively,
then it should be clear that
Tx = Ty (x ; y)
where is Minkowski (vector set) addition with the usual properties 21]. In other words, all points of S
move on congruent trajectories that are determined by T (t) and dier only by the relative position between
the points. This implies that set S moves without changing its orientation and if T is the trajectory of any
point of S , but located at the origin of FW ,
sweep(S M ) =

q 2M

Sq = S T

(15)

is also translation invariant. Similarly, using denition (2) of unsweep for the same set S and motion M , we
have
\ Sp = S T^
unsweep(S M ) =
(16)
^
p2M

where is the usual Minkowski dierence operation 21], T^ is the inverted trajectory and in this case it is
also the re ection of trajectory T with respect to the origin of the frame FW . The rightmost expression is
sometimes also called erosion and is the set of points fy 2 S j Ty S g which is consistent with denition
(12) of unsweep.
Minkowski operations have many useful properties and are used extensively in geometric modeling, motion
planning, and image processing 4, 12, 21, 14, 25]. In particular, denitions of Minkowski operations imply
9

M

M

M

M

E
E
unsweep(E,M)

unsweep(E,M)
Fixed coordinate system

Fixed coordinate system

(b)

(a)

Set E is moving in pure translation with
respect to the fixed coordinate system

Points are moving in pure translation
according to M with respect to the fixed
coordinate system. Set E is stationary.

Figure 6: Dierence between the sets unsweep(E M ) and unsweep(E M^ )
that and

are dual to each other via

S T = (S c T )c
with X c denoting the usual complement of set X .

(17)

3.2 Duality in the general case

Many properties of Minkowski operations depend on the translation invariance and do not generalize to
sweeps and unsweeps under motions other than translations. But a number of Minkowski properties follow
strictly from the set-theoretic considerations and denitions. One would expect that all such properties
should extend to more general motions. Indeed, the duality of operations and is one such property that
generalizes to the duality of the operations sweep and unsweep as dened in this paper.
Let us rewrite the duality (17) using the set theoretic denitions of Minkowski addition and subtraction
as
Sq2M Sq = Tq2M (Sc )q ]c
or T
(18)
S
( q2M S q )c = q2M (S q )c
since (S c )q = (S q )c . Note that the last equality, and hence the duality of and  is simply a restatement
of the usual DeMorgan's law for operations of union and intersection generalized for arbitrary number or
families of sets 11]. But this law does not place restrictions on the type of motion and hence it remains
valid for general motions M . In this case, the last equality in equation (18) can be rewritten as
^)
sweep(S M )]c = unsweep(S c  M
(19)
which is equivalent to the relationship (3). The established duality characterizes sweep(S M ) in terms of
points moving according to the inverted motion M^ as observed from S c (or equivalently from S ). In other
10

words, sweeping (unsweeping) set S with motion M is equivalent to unsweeping (sweeping) the complement
of S with the inverted motion M^ and complementing the result.
The duality between sweep and unsweep is particularly signicant because the two operations are complementary in terms of their set-theoretic properties:
unsweep(S M ) is always a smaller set than S while sweep(S M ) is always a larger set, i.e.,
unsweep(S M )
sweep preserves

S

sweep(S M )

(20)

connectedness and homogeneity, while unsweep does not, as shown in Figure 7
π
4

unsweep(S,M)

S

M

Figure 7: Dimensionally inhomogeneous and disconnected result. Motion M is a
\center" of the inner circular hole.

7
4

rotation around the

in contrast to sweep, unsweep (as an innite intersection) of a convex set remains convex for all motions.
Thus it should be clear that both operations have important practical applications and therefore the relationship between the two operations warrants further investigation.
If x is a point, then
x 2 unsweep(S M ) () sweep(x M ) S
(21)
Equation (21) follows directly from the denition (13) of unsweep and allows one to decide if a point x
belongs to the unsweep or not. As discussed later in section 4.1, this test can be extended to include the
distinction between points that are \in" or \on" the unsweep. A slight generalization of equation (21), which
may be useful for deriving a more general Set Membership Classication test4 for unsweep, can be written
as
Q unsweep(S M ) () sweep(Q M ) S
(22)
Equation (22) has already been applied in the packaging example shown in Figure 1, and it is a direct
consequence of equation (13).
A further consequence of the duality related to equation (22), can be stated as follows: set Q intersects
the set swept by S during M if and only if sweeping set Q with the inverted motion M^ \penetrates" S , or

Q
Given a candidate set
outside of 26].
4

X

\ sweep(S M ) 6=  () sweep(Q M^ ) \ S 6= 

and , Set Membership Classi cation computes (regularized) portions of
S

S
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(23)
X

on ,
S

X

in , and
S

X

Equation (23) may oer additional computational advantages in special situations. For example, if Q is a
line, instead of computing the sweep of S and then test if the line intersects its boundary, one can test the
ruled surface generated by the line Q moving according to M^ against the representation of set S . More
generally, if set Q is \simpler" than S , then the equation (23) may eliminate the need to compute the sweep
of a more complex S .
One way of detecting the collision between two moving objects S and Q is to compute the sweep of one
of the objects, say S , with the relative motion between them, say M , and to test if Q \ sweep(S M ) 6]. But
equation (23) can also be interpreted as follows: set S collides with set Q during M if and only if Q collides
with S during M^ . Hence, if one uses the sweep to detect the collision between the two moving objects, it
may be more ecient to compute the sweep of the \simpler" object among Q and S and use equation (23)
to produce the result of the collision test.
It may be tempting to think of unsweep as the inverse of sweep. This is certainly not true, in the sense
that unsweep sweep(S M ) M ] is equal to S only in very special situations | just like (A B ) B is usually
not equal to A for Minkowski operations 21]. Formally,
sweep unsweep(S M ) M ]

S unsweep sweep(S M ) M ]
(24)
which can be easily proven by using equation (22). In words, it is more severe to unsweep rst and then
sweep than to do the reverse. We illustrate this result in Figure 8 in which a square S is moving according
S

S

unsweep(S,M)

M

M

sweep(S,M)
(b)

(a)

Figure 8: The operation of unsweep is not the inverse of sweep. Motion M is a 2 counter-clockwise rotation
about the \center" of S .
to a motion M which is a 2 counter-clockwise rotation about the \center" of S . If we rst unsweep S we
obtain the set shown in Figure 8(a). Observe that sweeping this set with the same motion M leaves the set
unsweep(S M ) unchanged. Similarly, unsweeping the set sweep(S M ) (shown in Figure 8(b)) with M will
not modify it. Therefore equation (24) holds even for simple sets and motions.
Properties of Minkowski operations are often used to round corners and edges of objects5 4]. Similarly,
depending on the type of motion M , combinations of unsweep and sweep may be used to simplify objects
and eliminate details that are not needed in specic applications.

3.3 Multiple Sets

In many cases an object S is given as a Boolean combination of \primitive" sets Si . For example, to eciently
compute the set unsweep(S M ) when set S is given by its CSG representation with primitives Si , one needs
to relate unsweep(S M ) to the sets unsweep(Si  M ) for various boolean combinations of sets Si .
5

(  )  and (  )  { where
S

B

B

S

B

B

B

is a spherical ball { have the eect of rounding the edges of .
S
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It is well known that sweep distributes over the union, but not over the intersection. It is not surprising
that unsweep comes with dual properties. If S can be described by an intersection of i arbitrary \primitive"
objects Si that move according to the same motion M , then unsweep distributes over intersection and
\
\
unsweep( Si  M ) = unsweep(Si  M )
(25)
i

i

\ (\ S ) = \( \ S )

which is equivalent to

^
q2M

q
i

i

i q2M
^

(26)

q
i

and follows from the properties of generalized set operations 11]. For example, Figure 9(b) shows a set S
being the intersection between two cylinders S1 and S2 shown in Figure 9(a). Motion M (not shown) is a 1
S1
S1

S2

S2

z
y

z
y

x

(a)

x

(b)

unsweep(S1,M)

unsweep(S1 S2,M) =
= unsweep(S1,M) unsweep(S2,M)

z
unsweep(S2,M)

y

z
y

x

(c)

x

(d)

Figure 9: The set S , obtained by intersecting two cylinders whose axes intersect (a), may
have a complexT shape (b). The set unsweep(STM ) (d) could be obtained by either computing
unsweep(S1  M ) unsweep(S1  M ) (c) or unsweep(S1 S2  M ) directly
radian counter-clockwise rotation around an axis aligned with the direction (1 1 1) which passes through the
point of intersection of the axes of the two cylinders. Instead of computing unsweep(S M ), one can compute
unsweep for the two \primitive" cylinders and the given motion, as shown in Figure 9(c),T and then simply
take the boolean intersection of the results. Figure 9(d) shows the result unsweep(S1 TM ) unsweep(S1  M )
which, according to equation (9), could also beTobtained by computing unsweep(S1 S2  M ) directly. Depending on the representation of S , computing i unsweep(Si  M ) may be more convenient or ecient than
the direct computation of unsweep(S M ).
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Unfortunately, unsweep does not distribute over the union, except in
S some very special situations. When
set S can be described by a boolean union of \primitive" sets as S = i Si , we have

S  unsweep(S M ) 
since Si S implies that unsweep(Si  M )

i

unsweep(Si  M )

unsweep(S M ) for every i.

(27)

Equation (27) is illustrated in Figure

S2
S1

S1

S2

y

unsweep(S 1 ,M)
y

x
x

M

M

unsweep(S 1 ,M)

unsweep(S 1

(a)

S 2 ,M)

(b)

Figure
10: When set S is given as a union of i primitive sets Si , the set
Si unsweep
(Si  M ).

unsweep(S M )

includes

10: two moving blocks S1 and S2 , shown in Figure 10(a), are both moving according to a motion M which
is a 1-radian counter-clockwise rotation around the z - axis that passes through the center of the indicated
hole. The computed sets unsweep
S (S1 M ) and unsweep(S2 M ) remain inside S1 and S2 respectively. If we
compute the set unsweep(S1 S2  M ), we obtain the set shown in Figure 10(b), and the relationship given
in equation (27) becomes obvious even in this simple case. Note that in equation (27) sets Si do not have
to be disjoint if the sets Si are disjoint connected components of S , then it is equivalent either to unsweep
S considered as a whole, or to unsweep each Si separately, and take the union of the results. Thus, in this
restricted case equation (27) becomes:
unsweep(S M ) =

i

(unsweep(Si  M ))

(28)

To see this, consider a point x 2 unsweep(S M ) which implies that Tx S . But S containsSdisjoint connected
components Si , hence TSx Si and by denition x 2 unsweep(Si  M ). Therefore x 2 i unsweep(Si  M )
and unsweep(S M )
i unsweep(Si  M ). The rest of the proof follows from equation (27). Of course, if
equation (28) is satised, it does not imply that the sets Si are disconnected.

3.4 Composite Transformations

In many practical situations, set S can move according to a motion M that is best described by a sequence of
motions Mi  i = 1 ::: n. We say that motions Mi are applied in sequence, or equivalently M is a sequential
motion and denote it by M s . The sequential motion M s is a composition of the primitive motions in the
sequence:
M s (t) = Mn (t) Mn;1(t) ::: M1(t)]]]
(29)
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Observe that the order in which the motions Mi are applied6 to S is important and that, informally, the
motions Mi are applied \one after another". If all motions are represented as discussed in section 2.2, the
composition becomes a sequence of matrix multiplication operations.
Consider a simple example in Figure 11 where S has to move according to a simple sequence of two
motions. Then the sets unsweep(S M1 ) and unsweep(S M2 ) remain inside S during M1 only and M2 only,
as shown in Figure 11(a) and (b) respectively. Now, if one simply intersects these two sets that correspond
to each of the two motions, one would obtain the set shown in Figure 11(c) which will remain, by denition,
inside S during M1 and M2 . But this set unsweep(S M1 ) \ unsweep(S M2 ) is neither the largest set that
remains inside S during M s, and hence it does not equal unsweep(S M s ), nor a subset of unsweep(S M s ) in
general. To obtain unsweep(S M s) one has to intersect the set unsweep(S M1 ) at its nal position during
M1 , with unsweep(S M2 ), and the result of this intersection has to be \moved" back to its initial position.
Therefore, for a sequential motion M s = M2 M1 ] and 0 1] = 0 a1]  a1 1], with a1 given, we have
^ 1(a1 )funsweep M1(a1 )unsweep(S M1 ) M2 ]g
unsweep(S M s ) = M
(30)
which is the largest set that will remain inside S during the sequential motion M s. Equation (30) can be
generalized for a sequence of n motions as
^ 1 (a1):::M^ n;1(an;1 )
unsweep(S M s) = M
unsweep(Mn;1(an;1)
unsweep(Mn;2(an;2)
(31)
..
.
unsweep(M1 (a1)
unsweep(S M1 ) M2) : : : Mn;1) Mn)]
Note that equations (30) and (31) contain terms of the form T unsweep(S M )], where T is an invertible
ane transformation. Recall that unsweep(S M ) = \q2M^ S q and look at the transformation T applied to
one instance of S q . We obviously have
T q(S )] = T fq T ;1T (S )]g = (TqT ;1) T (S )]
Applying T to every instance of q yields
T unsweep(S M )] = unsweep(T (S ) TMT ;1 )
and

(32)

unsweep(T (S ) M ) = T unsweep(S T ;1 MT )]

(33)
Equations (32) and (33) show how to apply ane transformations to sets and their unsweeps. They are
useful in many situations where transformations are inherently part of the representation scheme, e.g, in
CSG trees or sequential motions we described above.
Finally, for arbitrary motions Mi we have

S

i

unsweep(S Mi ) 

\ unsweep(S M )

(34)

i

i

which follows directly from the denitions of the unsweep operation since unsweep(S M ) is dened as the
largest subset of S that remains inside the original S during M . In other words, for every motion Mi , each
unsweep(S Mi ) corresponds to a material removal operation.
To be more precise, the motion

(

de ned by equation (29) is a sequence if motions i are de ned by
i;1
2  i;1 i ]
i( ) =
i( )
i( i)
i
where 2 0 1], the interval 0 1] is partitioned in sub-intervals by 0 1] = 0 1 ]   1 2 ]    n;1 1] with
is the identity matrix.
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xed, and

M1
S

S

unsweep(S,M1)

unsweep(S,M2)

M2

(a)

(b)
M1

M1
S

S

M2

M2

M1unsweep(S,M1)
unsweep(S,M1)

unsweep(S,M2)

M1[M1unsweep(S,M1)

(c)

unsweep(S,M2)

unsweep(S,M2)]

(d)

Figure 11: A sequential motion M = M2 M1 ] applied to set S . Simply intersecting the unsweeps that
correspond to each of the two motions (c) would not result in the largest set that remains inside S during
that sequence of motions (d).
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4 Computational Issues

4.1 PMC for unsweep and sweep

Point Membership Classication (PMC) is a procedure for deciding whether a given point x is inside, outside,
or on the boundary of a set S 26]. It has its roots in solid modeling, and set S is usually a d-dimensional
solid (d = 1 2 3). The PMC procedure is a sign of `informational completeness' of a representation scheme
20], indicating that any geometric property can be computed at least in principle. As a matter of practical
importance, PMC is used in almost all geometric modeling algorithms, including boundary evaluation,
discretization, and rendering. PMC is a special case of the Set Membership Classication function that,
given a candidate set X and S computes (regularized) portions of X on S , X in S , and X outside of S 26].
We make no assumptions on whether S is regular or not. The operations of sweep and unsweep, as
dened in this paper, may result in sets that are not regular, i.e. dimensionally inhomogeneous sets with
\dangling" faces, edges or isolated points. Closed regular sets are not closed under Minkowski dierence
(see example in 18]), and in section 3 is shown an example showing that unsweep of a regular set S is not
regular. Regularity, other topological, and set-theoretic properties are outside of the scope of this paper.
Instead we show how to use the denitions of unsweep to obtain a PMC procedure for the general unsweep
(and then general sweep). Accordingly, we generalize the standard PMC notions in a manner consistent with
denitions in 26]. We will say that point x is `in' set S when there is an open neighborhood of x contained
in S  point x is `out' of S when some open neighborhood of x is contained in the complement set S c  and x
is `on' S if every neighborhood of x intersects both S and S c . The last condition implies that x 2 @S is a
boundary point but x may or may not belong to S , because set S could be open, closed, or neither.
The basis for a sound PMC procedure is supplied by equations (12)-(13), and an appropriate interpretation of the moving point trajectory Tx . The PMC denitions imply that we need to consider not only
a moving point x, but also its open neighborhood ball B (xM(t) ) of points that is transformed with x. To
perform PMC on unsweep(E M ) we need to consider three situations:
1. If trajectory Tx remains in the interior iS of S , then point xM(t) remains inside S for all values of t
during the motion M (t) that generated Tx . Furthermore, there is an open neighborhood B (xM(t) ) of
points that also remain in the interior iS of S for all t (see Figure 12 (a)). It follows that in this case
x is `in' unsweep(S M ).
2. Whenever Tx intersects the boundary @S , the neighborhood B (xM(t)) gets `trimmed' by @S , as illustrated in Figure 12 (b). This implies that no open neighborhood of x is contained in unsweep(S M ),
and therefore x cannot be `in' thus, x must be either `out' or `on' unsweep(S M ).
3. Additional neighborhood analysis to distinguish between `on' and `out' cases depends on properties of
set S (open, closed, dimension) and trajectory Tx (whether it intersects @S transversally, whether it
remains inside S , etc.) In all cases, the analysis amounts to determining whether the neighborhood
B (xM(t) ) of the moving point gets `trimmed' down to the empty set . If so, the point x must be `out'
of unsweep(S M ). Otherwise, x remains `on.'
Let us consider a common case when S is any closed set, for example a solid. As long as the trajectory
Tx does not `go' outside of S , point x cannot classify `out'. Therefore, the PMC procedure reduces to the
straightforward classication of a curve Tx against a representation for set S :
8< in Tx iS
PMC x unsweep(S M )] = : out Tx \ S c 6= 
(35)
on otherwise
and it remains correct irrespective of homogeneity or dimension of S | assuming that boundary, interior,
and complement are all dened relative to the same universal set.
By duality, we can use the same technique to construct a PMC procedure for any sweep(S M ). Since
@ sweep(S M )] = @ unsweep(S c  M^ )]
(36)
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it is sucient to classify point x against unsweep(S c  M^ ) and simply exchange `in' and `out' results. Notice
however that whenever S and sweep(S M ) are closed sets, set S c and unsweep(S c  M^ ) are open, and the
PMC conditions are slightly
T dierent from (35) above. Since the boundary @Y of an open set Y is a subset
of Y c , the condition Tx Y c 6=  may imply that point x is either `on' or `out' of Y . In this situation,
additional neighborhood analysis may be required to distinguish between the two cases. This complication
does not arise in solid modeling applications when all sets are regularized.
Finally note that, when S is a planar cross-section moving in E 3 , this approach for PMC on sweep(S M )
yields the procedure proposed in 7].

S
S

x

(a)

(b)

If the trajectory of a point remains
inside the set S, its neighborhood
remains full. If the trajectory
crosses the boundary, the
neighborhood becomes empty.

Neighborhood of point x gets
trimmed every time its trajectory
hits the boundary of S.

Figure 12: Neighborhoods of points moving on trajectories generated by motion M

4.2 Implementation using the Point Membership Classication test

The formulation dening unsweep(S M ) in terms of trajectories of moving points (equation (13)) leads to
a well-dened PMC procedure as described above. Ability to perform PMC can be used for computing
unsweep(S M ) either exactly (within the machine precision) or approximately. For example, the steps in
computing the exact boundary representation of unsweep are similar to the usual procedure for boundary
evaluation 19]:
1. generating surfaces bounding the unsweep
2. intersecting the generated surfaces to produce a set of potential candidate faces
3. testing which of the candidate faces lie on the boundary of unsweep.
The shared boundary of sweep and its dual unsweep (equation (36)) implies that all the methods used in
generating bounding surfaces for computing sweep ( 15, 1, 24]) are also applicable to computing unsweep.
The degree of diculty of the second step clearly depends on the types of surfaces generated in the rst
step. The third step amounts to selecting a representative point in each candidate face and testing it against
unsweep(S M ) using the PMC procedure, as described above in section 4.1.
18

The PMC procedure also opens the doors to the standard approximation methods based on various
cell decompositions, such as piecewise linear tesselations, octrees, and marching-cube algorithms 5]. As
an example, a recursive algorithm that computes unsweep by using an octree decomposition of space was
implemented. The trajectory of every corner of every cell was tested against the set S according to the PMC
test described in section 4.1, and the results of these tests were used to decide whether the cell was in, out
or partially in the unsweep. Depending on the geometry of S , it may not be enough to test only the corners
of every cell other representative points from every cell may have to be tested. Figure 13(b) shows the set
unsweep(S M ) approximated by a computed octree decomposition. The moving object S , is the union of a
cylinder and a cube (Figure 13(a)), and motion M is a translation along a trajectory whose projections (on
the three coordinate planes) are shown in (c), (d) and (e).

4.3 Implementation using discrete intersection

^
Denition (2) gives a method for approximating unsweep(S M ) by a nite intersection of sets S M(t)
posi^
tioned at discrete time intervals according to the inverted motion M . Intuitively, at every time step t = a,
^
is eliminated through the intersection
the \unwanted" portion of S M^ (a) that protrudes outside of S M(0)
operation. This method is easy to implement in any system that supports the desired transformations (e.g.
rigid body motions) and Boolean set operations. When S is a solid, good performance and quality of
the approximations can be obtained by using raycasting software and hardware techniques, as described
in 17, 16]. All examples of unsweep(E M ) presented in the previous sections of this paper were created
by approximating unsweep as a discrete intersection following a straightforward algorithm. These restricted
situations, which involve only \simple" containing sets and translations or rotations illustrate that the results
of unsweep are not always intuitive and would be dicult to obtain manually.
Other three-dimensional examples of unsweep are shown in Figure 14. In Figure 14(a) the containing
set E is a cylinder and the motion M is a rotation around the axis aligned with the center of the shown
hole (parallel to the z -axis and perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder). The computed set unsweep(E M )
is shown inside the cylinder and represents the largest subset of E which remains inside E while rotating
around the rotation axis in the counterclockwise direction. Figure 14(b) shows another example where the
containing set E is the union of a cylinder and a sphere and M is inverted from a `helical' motion M^ that
is given by:
(t) = t x(t) = R cos t y(t) = R sin t z = 10t
where  species the rotation around z -axis. In Figure 14(c), E is a cylinder and M is a sequence of
two rotations: rst 1 radian rotation around the x-axis (1 0 0), followed by another 1 radian rotation
around the axis aligned with (0 1 1). The two axes are positioned so that they intersect the axis of the
cylinder at the same point (not shown). It is easy to see that, as the containing set and motions become
more complex, predicting the shape of unsweep(E M ) becomes very dicult (if not impossible) without
proper computational support. This may explain why unsweep has not been formulated or used until now.
Recall that the unsweep operation preserves convexity of the containing set thus, if E is convex, then
unsweep(E M ) will also be convex as in Figures 14(a) and 14(c). Figure 14(b) shows that unsweep(E M )
does not have to be convex, but, intuitively, it will never be \any less convex" than the generator set E .
The nal example in Figure 14(d) shows a translational sweep of a simple solid S . The solid is constructed
as the union of a cube and a cylinder, and the motion is a translation in the direction of vector (1 1 1).
The shown sweep was actually computed as unsweep of the complemented set, using the duality equation
(19). For practical purposes, the role of the universal set is played by a bounding box that is large enough
to contain the sweep. Then the (relative) complement of S is simply the set dierence of the bounding box
and S .
By duality, all of the above methods are also applicable to sweep. Specic representational choices
and computational strategies will depend on properties of S and M . For example, it makes little sense to
approximate sweep(S M ) by discrete union or intersection when S is a planar cross-section moving in E 3,
and it may not be feasible to compute the exact boundary representation when S is a solid bounded by
parametric surfaces of high degree.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

Figure 13: Using an octree decomposition of space coupled with the PMC test to compute the set
unsweep(S M ). Motion M is a translation along the trajectory whose projections along the coordinate
axes are shown.
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Sketch of an approximate trajectory
E
unsweep(E,M)

E

unsweep(E,M)

z
y
x
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x

(b)

z

(a)

E
sweep(S,M)

unsweep(E,M)

z

z
y
x

(c)

x

(d)

y

Figure 14: Examples of unsweep applications: (a) E is a cylinder and M is a rotation around the axis aligned
with the center of the shown hole (b) E is the union of a cylinder and a sphere and M is inverted from a
`helical' motion M^  (c) E is a cylinder and M is a sequence of two rotations (d) a translational sweep of a
simple solid S : the solid is constructed as the union of a cube and a cylinder.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 Sweep or unsweep?

While the notion of `inverse sweep' seems to arise naturally in some applications 22], it does not appear to be
well-dened in general. As the dual of sweep, the operation of unsweep does appear to solve some `inverse'
practical problems, such as design problems described in section 1.3. It is quite unusual that the `inverse'
problem appears to be conceptually easier than the usual `direct' problem of sweeping a moving part. Why
should it be easier to perform PMC on unsweep than on sweep, even though sweeping usually appears to
be more natural than unsweeping? Compare the informal descriptions of the two operations:
sweep: the set of points occupied by object S at some time during its motion and
unsweep: the set of points that remain inside set S at all times during their motion.
The above characterization of sweep may be more natural in certain applications, and it suggests methods
for generating the surfaces swept by boundaries of S as it moves but it intrinsically suggests a search . By
contrast, the description of unsweep naturally lends itself to an intersection or containment test, but it does
not refer to a given moving object or its boundaries. The duality between the two operations says that the
two characterizations are equivalent in the following sense: a stationary point x belongs to the sweep of
moving S if and only if the trajectory of x as seen from S penetrates S at its initial position. Apparently,
for the same relative motion , the choice of which object is moving and which is stationary can make a world
of dierence from the computational point of view.
It is well known that all Boolean set functions can be constructed without using set intersection \, since
A \ B = (Ac  B c )c . Yet, all three operations are needed to take full advantage of the rich Boolean algebraic
structure. Both union and intersection are needed in most applications, and their duality is not viewed as an
indication of redundancy. Analogously, the duality between sweep and unsweep is not so much indication of
their equivalence, but a hint of a rich and unexplored algebraic structure. Without a doubt, use of unsweep
appears to be more natural than that of sweep in many applications. For example, the set unsweep(E M ) in
Figure 1(c) can obviously be rewritten, although in a very unintuitive form, as sweep(E c  M^ )]c , but it is not
likely to happen without explicit recognition of unsweep and its properties. We expect that the combined
properties of sweep and unsweep should lead to new theoretical results, as well as other algorithms and
applications for shape design and analysis of objects in relative motion.

5.2 Signicance and Extensions

For the most part, we avoided making any assumptions about set S and motion M . This implies that our
results are general and are widely applicable. The research described in this paper advances the eld of
geometric modeling and applications in at least three distinct ways:
As a concept, unsweep is a new tool for creating and modifying geometric shapes. In addition to
the example applications already mentioned in section 1.3, we anticipate many other applications in
manufacturing planning, simulation, mechanical design, and analysis of moving parts and assemblies.
For example unsweep can be applied to the design of cam-follower mechanisms, gears, and other objects
in conjugate or relative motion which are traditionally modelled by using the theory of envelopes
27, 13].
We have shown that unsweep corresponds to a material removal operation, and that it comes with
attractive theoretical and computational properties, including a relatively straightforward PMC procedure and natural computing strategies, both exact and approximate
Finally, unsweep lls in a missing link in the theory and practice of geometric modeling. As a dual
of sweep, it complements the theory of sweeps, provides the previously unavailable computational
support, and strengthens the formal properties of sweeps as a representation scheme.
The generality of our approach also means that a number of specic issues have not been discussed and
are yet to be addressed. These include other set-theoretic and topological properties of unsweep relevant
22

to particular applications, detailed PMC procedures for specic sets (e.g. curves, planar, solid, open) and
motions (translations, rotations, general rigid, with deformation, etc.), regularization, and others.
In the spirit of 20], we attempted to keep the discussion `representation-free.' Representational choices
for sets, motions, and trajectories are many and are clearly important the specic choices may depend
on the relative importance of simplicity, eciency and compatibility with existing systems as well as other
pragmatic considerations. This work is intended to provide the starting point for such explorations.
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